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Awake
the music of Don Cherry

Lessons from Don Cherry

"As a young student of the trumpet, my sound reference was
probably the same as most: Miles Davis, Freddie Hubbard,
Clifford Brown, Lee Morgan, etc. Long before I understood
anything about theory, harmony, and history – the sound and
feel of these masters were ingrained in my head. In college, as I
discovered more and more music and got deeper and deeper
into studying, eventually I came across Ornette Coleman, and
thusly, Don Cherry. I did not understand Don Cherry.To my
uninitiated ears, he sounded sloppy, lazy, amateurish even. All I
could hear were the missed notes, the blurred phrasing, the out-
of-tune pocket trumpet, limited range… I didn’t get it. Cherry
was the butt of the joke even, kind of a jab, amongst musicians
on the scene – inferring he was someone who “couldn’t play”.
Man, was I way off.

The first time I truly appreciated Don Cherry, an "awakening"
you might say, was upon listening to the 1960 Ornette Coleman
record “Change of the Century” on Atlantic Records. A
particular favorite tune of mine was “Ramblin'” – oddly enough
(An embarrassing discovery, though, I thought Ramblin’ was a
David Sanborn tune. Sanborn recorded a funk version of it on
1992’s “Upfront”, in Eb rather than the original Ornette key of D,
presumably much easier on the alto in the transposed key of C
than B!). I first realized upon really listening to Change of the
Century, indeed, Cherry possessed an idiosyncratic and unique
voice in the the jazz lexicon. Upon deeper listening, tunes like
“Ramblin'”, “Bird Food”, “Una Muy Bonita”, and “Free” had all
the swing, blues, soul and sophistication of bebop while at the
same time allowing the space, harmonic freedom and creativity
that fit Ornette’s harmolodic musical concept.

Another important discovery for me was the 1962 Sonny Rollins
album “Our Man in Jazz” at the recommendation of a friend
(Barry Velleman, I’m looking at you). On “Our Man in Jazz” it is
evident that Rollins is intrigued by Ornette’s innovations of the
early 60’s so much that he hires Cherry and Billy Higgins. It is a
live “standards” record, but certainly Rollins is exploring a new
improvisatory vocabulary clearly outside the bebop dialect of
his recordings to date. Rollins takes long, wildly intervallic, and
rhythmically free solos. Contrastingly, Cherry’s solos are all
extremely melodic, and succinct – each a masterclass in
economy and melody. It is almost funny how surprisingly
“inside” his solos are. It is clear on this record that Cherry’s
early influences of Fats Navarro and Clifford Brown are as much
a part of his identity as Ornette Coleman and CecilTaylor.

When I started a “deep dive” intoThelonious Monk’s music, part
of my study was to check as many other artists who dug into
Monk as well. One particular record that became a fast favorite
was Steve Lacy’s 1962 recording of Monk compositions,
“Evidence”. Any questions of Cherry’s musicianship are utterly
destroyed here as he tackles such gnarly Monk melodies as
“Who Knows” and “Evidence” with ease, as well as improvising
flawlessly on Monk’s music with no piano–as–crutch to rely on.

As of the early 60’s Cherry was really just beginning what would
be a long and diverse career that I am still just starting to
unpack.The music ofWest Africa, India,Turkey, Jamaica, Europe,
became a part of Cherry’s musical and personal identity after
the late 60s. Albums such as “Hear and Now” and “Organic
Music Society” truly push the boundaries of genre, and knock
down the walls of musical style and genre."

Jamie Breiwick, 2019

Art Deco / Awake Nu / Brown Rice / TheThing / Race Face
Mahakali / Art Deco (alt take) / Brown Rice (alt take) [32:53]
All compositions by Don Cherry, Unart Music Corporation (BMI)
except for "Race Face" by Ornette Coleman, Contemporary Music (BMI)

About Jamie Breiwick
Trumpeter-composer-bandleader-educator-designer Jamie Breiwick dwells in that
nether region of America called the heartland. His native Racine is aWarmValley
nestled among several urban musical scenes, which makes him valuable to each
of them – Chicago, Milwaukee, Madison and Minneapolis. At times he’ll think of
that nether region as Dreamland, the imaginative name of theThelonious Monk
repertory band that he founded and leads. It’s named for an obscure Monk tune
which, like so much of the legacy of that great and eccentric musician, needs
dusting off and raising to the light of day. Breiwick is just beginning to reach his
prime and, as a man gifted in enterprise as well as artistry, you can find him
performing at any one of those cities in a myriad of musical groups and
collaborations. He’s also a vivid and potent presence online, as the primary
creator and contributor to Milwaukee Jazz Vision, a website dedicated to
promoting that city’s jazz scene with articles, art, press releases and, most
recently, an impressively billowing archive of Milwaukee jazz history, researched
and generated primarily by Breiwick.

Jamie also runs a digital graphic arts business, B Side Graphics and regularly
creates stylish posters, album and book covers, often reflecting the sleek and
bold manner of classic Blue Note label album covers. Breiwick is also a
dedicated and Grammy-nominated educator who teaches at both high school
and university levels. He’s among the few musicians in the Midwest one might
aptly apply the sometimes-abused title of Renaissance Man.

Breiwick has performed with numerous notable jazz artists, including Matt
Wilson, Dan Nimmer, Joe Sanders, Pete Zimmer, Adam Larson, Ralph Bowen,
David Hazeltine and David Bixler. Jamie has performed with R&B artist Eric
Benet, and was featured live in his recent music videos, “The Hunger” and
“You’re the Only One”. Jamie was a featured artist on the nationally syndicated
NPR show “SaysYou!” and has been a featured soloist with the Florentine Opera
Company. Jamie’s current band projects include Dreamland (The music of
Thelonious Monk), KASE, Awake Nu (The music of Don Cherry) and the Lesser
LakesTrio. Among his notable past band projects were leading the eclectic fusion
group Choirfight, the legendary Milwaukee band Clamnation, and performing
withWe Six, the faculty jazz sextet of theWisconsin Conservatory of Music from
2005-2010.

– Kevin Lynch

“This may be a “local” combo, but its
artistry is world-class.”
–JazzTimes

“Trumpet with a mellow tone, bluesy lines,
sounding somewhat gritty and phrasing
that keeps you listening intently.”
–Jazz Review

“…Breiwick, one of the Milwaukee area’s
most intelligent, gifted and resourceful
musicians.”

–Kevin Lynch, nodepression.com
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